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There was no need for Wedding Crashers to
be such an over-long mishmash of good, bad,
and utterly perplexing ideas.

If you ignore all the bits that should have
been cut, it suddenly becomes a funny, frisky
comedy with a refreshing premise.

Commitment-phobics John (Owen Wilson)
and Jeremy (Vince Vaughn) are masters in
the art of wedding crashing – infiltrating
weddings in order to score some no-strings
nookie from single female guests high on
romance.

Shallow womanisers they may be, but it’s
easy to understand their perspective
considering that, for some reason, most of the
women they meet are complete fruitcakes.

Most of them, that is, except for Claire
(Rachel McAdams), the clever, classy
bridesmaid who captures the heart John
didn’t know he had at approximately the same
time Jeremy get entangled with her freakish,
nympho sister, Gloria (Isla Fisher).

Father of these bridesmaids is Christopher
Walken, a great performer wasted by a role
that requires him to do little more than glare
with patriarchal menace.

He invites the roguish suitors back to his
mansion where John continues his mission to
steal Claire from her absurdly boorish
boyfriend (wasn’t she supposed to be the
clever one?)

At its heart, Wedding Crashers has the potential to be a smart
debunking of rom-com’s traditional schmaltz, but it lacks the
courage of its convictions and gets torn between biting black
comedy and safe, romantic morality.

Jeremy and John’s belated coming-of-age is a transparent
chick-pleaser which fails to rouse the emotion that the actors are
clearly capable of.

By the end of the day, they’re far less entertaining than the

cynical Lotharios they started out as, and it’s strange how Owen
Wilson’s appeal evaporates as soon as he stops being funny and
starts trying to be attractive.

There’s a strong enough cast and enough good laughs to jolly
us through the scandalously slack editing (although the
mammoth wedding montage at the start will test anyone’s
endurance), but let’s hope that next time Wilson and Vaughn find
a vehicle better matched to their usually excellent form.–CE 

Cuts would have been kind
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Owen Wilson as "John" and Vince Vaughn as "Jeremy"

■ WEDDING CRASHERS

Constantine (15)  
As John Constantine, The Matrix’s Keanu

Reeves fights a new otherworldly foe in this
supernatural thriller based on characters
from the DC Comics/Vertigo Hellblazer
Graphic Novels.

Set in a City of the Angels where spirit-
world bounds have broken… all hell is
breaking loose.

Holywater, a dragon’s-breath
flamethrower, a shotgun crafted from a
crucifix – armed with these and assisted by
an intrepid cop (Rachel Weisz), John
Constantine is a spiritual warrior gone to
apocalyptic war.

Be glad he’s on your side.
Their investigation takes them into the

underworld of demons and angels that
exists just beneath the landscape of LA.

Caught in a catastrophic series of other
worldly events, the two become inextricably

involved and seek to find their own peace at
whatever cost…..

Joining the renegade exorcist on the road
to salvation are half-breed entities from both
sides. Angelic Gabriel (Tilda Swinton), God’s
gatekeeper on Earth continually denies
Constantine his place in heaven, while
Satan’s emissary Balthazar (Gavin
Rossdale) mocks his futile efforts and
reminds him his days are numbered.

Constantine will fight to save your soul but
he doesn’t want admiration or thanks – and
certainly not sympathy. All he wants is a
reprieve and for God to recognise his place
in Heaven.

Lose yourself within this action-packed
supernatural film which will keep you on the
edge of your seat.

Cellular (15)      
A wrong number on Ryan’s mobile

telephone plunges him into a world of

deception and murder as he races against
time to save kidnapped Jessica Martin’s
life 

Stars: Kim Basinger, Chris Evans,
Jason Statham.

Available for rental by Blockbuster Home
Entertainment

Scrubs Season 1 
A hospital comedy, based around the trials

of medical intern or ‘newbie’, JD, his fantasy
moments show us his hilariously skewed view
of hospital life, and death.

It’s tough being a new doctor, but luckily he
has his best friend Turk, struggling female
doctor Eliot, and savvy nurse Carla to help
him survive the evil Chief of Medicine, and the
sublime madness of Dr Cox. Every character
is given depth, and although they play for
laughs, it’s occasionally quite moving, too.

More importantly, it is laugh-out-loud funny
all the way. Highly recommended.
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SEATS BOOKABLE ACCESS/VISA/SWITCH LICENSED BAR

"Packed with great gags and marvelous characters"
- Film Review

MADAGASCAR (U)
3.30 6.00 8.10

The Comedy Hit of the Summer!
Owen Wilson Vince Vaughn

WEDDING CRASHERS (15)
3.00 5.45 8.30
From July 29 - Now Booking!
Johnny Depp in

CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY (PG)
3.00 5.40 8.20


